









Application and Practice of Progressive Muscle Relaxation 
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 Łɛī/CƯċźƄ, PMR ČųÄĹ(*½ū½ƌG.'$ǶƎʑPMR Čų 7 
ÄĹ+ÍƎ;ADʏF (1, 12) = 4.86, p < .05ʐʑPMR ČųÄĹ+ŁɛīĻƳ1ƁŇ/ 8 
ʊ:'$ʓA/ʑƯċźƄ, PMR ČųÄĹ0¡ƾƁŇ+'$ʏF (3, 36) = 4.61, 9 
p < .01ʐʓ"+ÕǰÍƎƔċG.'$,EʑƯċźƄ0 exp.3 /C PMR Č 10 
ųĹʏ4.038 ± 1.808ʐ0ĻƳ1ʑPMR ČųÄʏ1.962±1.984ʐ@BƁŇ/ʊʏF (1, 48) 11 
= 9.52, p < .005ʐʑexp.4/C PMRČųĹʏ4.538 ± 1.865ʐ0ĻƳ> PMRČųÄʏ2.500 12 
± 2.986ʐ@BƁŇ/ʊ'$ʏF (1, 48) = 9.18, p < .005ʐʓ¿î, 1 ɓɩǸǹ$Ĺ0 exp.2 13 
+1 PMR Čų/@CŁɛī0þÑ1ȞAD.ʑ2 ɓɩǸǹ$Ĺ0 exp.3 , exp.4 14 
+1ʑPMR GČųC,/@BŁɛīäC,ǘD$ʓ 15 
 qWaJnȠɠ/CƯċźƄ, PMR ČųÄĹ(*½ū½ƌG.'$ǶƎʑ 16 
PMR ČųÄĹ+ÍƎ;ADʏF (1, 12) = 7.73, p < .05ʐʑPMR ČųÄĹ+qWaJn 17 
ȠɠĻƳ1ƁŇ/$ʓqWaJnȠɠ1ʑPMR GČųC,+C, 18 
ǘD$ʓ 19 
 hOaJnȠɠ/CƯċźƄ, PMR ČųÄĹ(*½ū½ƌG.'$ǶƎʑ 20 
PMR ČųÄĹ+ÍƎ;ADʏF (1, 12) = 34.65, p < .001ʐʑPMR ČųÄĹ+hOaJ 21 
nȠɠĻƳ1ƁŇ/$ʓhOaJnnȠɠ1ʑPMR GČųC,+C 22 
,ǘD$ʓ 23 
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DC 46ʐʓIXyc/C 6 
PMR 0ŀƾ,*1ʑȮáÄ0ľƻƸŉ0Ŧí? SMT /*KuWc{f}QG 7 
.Ä0yxPZVw},*0ƪƾ.-ȆADCʓ-&A0úá+'*> 8 
PMR Čų/ňņ0ǒɩǋ.þÑGƂ<>0+1.ʑPMR ČųĹ/ǎǋșÎC 9 
,AʑŚǹǋÍƎC,Ƃ:DCʓ0@.Ƴ+IXyc/C PMR 10 
0ÍƎGƢ½AƔȤ$ƆǕǞ/1ŇȃC%EʓƆǕǞ0ǶƎ+1ʑexp.3 ɫ 11 
0Ưċ/*ʑPMRČų/@CŁɛī0ʅȘ.ʊ:B;AD$ʓ­ĤȇGĔȼ/PMR 12 















ʊ:C,GŸA/*CʓƆǕǞ1ļƿ 32)0ǓȞ/Ê*ʑĔȼȇGIXyc, 18 
$úá0 PMR Čų/@CƢ½60ĵɻ/(*ƔȤ$>0+CʓƆǕǞAIX 19 
yc0úá1ʑPMR Čų/Łɛīʊ:C:+/ 1 Ŵ 2 î 2 ɓɩ0ǸǹǋČ 20 
ųĿȝ+C,Gǘ$ʓŁɛīʊ:C,Ƴ+1­Ĥȇ,âƙ0¯äGǘ$ 21 
ʑŁɛīʊ:C:+0Ƅɩ/ɚ;AD$,1ɸĤ/ȕèƫƳ+Cʓ 22 
 A/ʑƆǕǞA PMR Čų0¿îAqWaJnȠɠ,hOaJnȠɠ,>/ 23 
C,ŸA,.'$ʓ(:BIXyc0úá1ʑPMR Čų/@BľƻǋȠɠ 24 
ƣƱC,Gǘ$ʓǢœXq`0ɿ÷+1ʑľƻǋȠɠƣƱ/(*ʑkm 25 
Mr}X,0ɪ¦Aÿ0ƔȤ.D*Bʑǜī0ȠɠƣƱČÈǊţ/>' 26 
,>ǐŀ,ɏ U Ĉȳ 47,48)?©ĠGɢȟ$ IZOF ƻȶ 49)ʑȰǓǋȝïGȆ 27 








Gu\Îƛ)0ȡƳAȳŸ*CʓƆǕǞ/@Bʑexp.1 A exp.4 :+0µ*0 4 
Ưċ/* PMR ČųĹ+qWaJnȠɠ,hOaJnȠɠ*C,ÀŸ 5 
$ʓ.F&ʑIXyc0úá1 PMR Čų/@BľƻǋȠɠƣƱC, 6 
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 ƆǕǞ+1ʑIXyc PMR GǸǹǋ/Čų$úá0ľƻǋÍƎ,"0ÍƎț 3 
DC:+0Ƅɩ/(*ʑľƻƸŉʏƢ½ʐAƔȤ$ʓ 4 
 "0ǶƎʑ1 Ŵ 2 î 2 ɓɩʑǸǹǋ/ČųC,+ľƻǋÍƎĻADC, 5 
ŸA,.'$ʓ 6 
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 ļƿ 32)1ʑȖ0ĀĉƽGĔȼ/ PMR GČų$úáʑ¿îAŁňņ0üɔ.-ľ 7 
ƻǋÍƎȰ=ADC,*CʓʑǕǞ 1 +ǘ$@/IXyc+1 1 Ŵ 2 8 




 "+ʑǕǞ 2 +1 PMR GʂƇ,*ʑ"0Ųǃ0ɚ?Ųǃ0ɚ/@BĻAD$ 13 
ȡǋ.ǣňȠ0ɚľƻƸŉ/Ù9ĵɻ/(*ƔȬʑIXyc/Cſɛ 14 
. PMR 0ŲǃGȞ¼,Gǎǋ,$ʓ¶ǋ/1 PMR GČųCɲ0ǺĲmL 15 
Y0ÈɤňGǄ.C 3 k\}ʏ100ʍʑ70ʍʑ50%ʐ/½ʆʑǺĲmLY+ĻAD 16 
Cȡǋ.ǣǺĲňȠ,İǽmLY+ĻADCȡǋ.ǣİǽňȠʑA/1 PMR Č 17 
ųÄĹ/CľƻƸŉ0þÑGŎƎśƚ,*ʑʖk\}0ŲǃGơɇ$ʓD/ 18 
@BIXyc/C PMR 0ſɛ.Èɤň,ľƻǋÍƎ/(.CɅň0ƷĽGƔ 19 
Ȥ$ʓ 20 
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[  c 1 
 2 
H>;u 3 
 ČʈØÊȇ1ʑȉĀĉ/*Xq`Ǣœɞ/ŏĚ*BʑPMR Gș'$ǵʈ 4 
.ǀćĉƽ 33 ãʏĦöħʌ 20.3 ƞʏSD = 1.0ʐʐGĔȼ,$ʓ.ʑČʈØÊȇ 5 
0Ǣœǝǎ1Ng~Xoy}cʏNv_PʑNebJI}ʐʑT_NʑɭǢœʏƬŎ 6 
10 ǝʑ110ʝidzʑ400m idzʑǔɂɵʐ+BʑǢœǸǹħŬ1Ħö 10.3 ħʏSD 7 
= 4.1ʐ+'$ʓǢœƣƱ1µ*0ØÊȇµóĀ¼ú0ǵʈGƁ*$ʓ" 8 






 20XX ħ 6 ƀAâħ 7 ƀ/*Čų$ʓƯċƄŴ1ʑČųƄɩ0¿ŴG exp.1 , 15 
*ʑ1 ɓɩĹG exp.2ʑ2 ɓɩĹG exp.3ʑ3 ɓɩĹG exp.4 ,$ʏȣ 4 îʐʓ 16 
 17 
dGXb 18 
AʓƜ²Ƣ½Ęī  19 
 ƆǕǞ+1ʑľƻƸŉGƯċCľƻƔƐ,*Ɯ²Ƣ½ĘīʏTwo-Dimensional 20 
Mood Scaleʛ TDMSʐGƾ$ʓTDMS 1ʑľƻƸŉGȠɠīʏȕĂ―ɦɷʐ,Ł 21 
ɛīʏŁ―Łʐ0 2 ɆǏC 2 Ɯ²ƘɒAŝCƢ½Ęī+Cʓȿìɽǎ1ÿ 22 




ŎD*BʑĻƳǪñ1ʒ10 A 10 ,.Cʓ 25 
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BʓȡǋǣňȠ  27 












ɸĤ/ňAD$,$ 10cm 0Ǽ½ 4 
/*ʑȡǋ/ň$ǜīGǘȁ/ÖGȦ´!$ʓ"*ʑƆǕǞ+1
:' 5 




 Ȃɩʏ50%ʑ70%ʑ100%; 3ʐ,ƯċźƄʏexp.1ʑexp.2ʑexp.3ʑexp.4; 4ʐʑàƯċź 10 
Ƅ/C PMR ČųÄĹʏÄʑĹ;2ʐ>1ʑƯċɞʏßÄȑʑğÄȑʑȈʑ 11 
ȒɞʑȒɞʑßȐȎʑğȐȎ; 7ʐ0 3 ȝïȣǁ+'$ʓȂɩȝïØÊȇɩȣǁ+ 12 
BʑƯċźƄȝï, PMR ČųÄĹȝïʑƯċɞȝïØÊȇ·ȣǁ+'$ʓ½ƌŲ 13 
Ƨ1ʑƬáȣǁ 3 ȝï½ū½ƌ+Čų$ʓÿɢơɇ/1 Ryan ƧGƾ$ʓǷȣ»ƻ/ 14 
$'*1ʑANOVA 4 On The WebGƾ$ʓA/ʑƔċ0ÍƎ"0>00Āʏeffect 15 
sizeʐGƯċC$=/ÍƎɤGǧ¼$ʓÍƎɤ1ʑ½ū½ƌ+1 η2Gƾ*Ėʜ.01ʑ 16 
ʜ.06ʑĀʜ.14 0ÀŰøƱ+ĀGÀŰ$ʓ:$ʑÿɢơɇ+1ʑr Gƾ*Ėʜ.10ʑ 17 




 ƆǕǞ+1ʑČʈȴʂ,* Wolpe37)ǬŹÑ$ PMR Gƾ$ʓŐɾ1ʑ"D#D 22 
50ʍʑ70ʍʑ100ʍ0È0´D¶á+àɞGȌÎǋ/ 6 ǛɩǺĲ!ʑ"0Ĺ 25 Ǜɩ 23 
İǽG!C,GɞƠ/ 2 î (ȀBɋș'$ʓǺĲ,İǽ0źɩ1ʑWolpe37)? 24 
Ƌ× 39).-ČɄ*C
5 ǛAʚǛǺĲ!ʑ20 ǛA 30 ǛİǽG!CŲƧ 25 
GøƆ,*ʑČʈǋǷÃGòC$=/ɩªGŠƾʑǣǺĲG 6 Ǜ,ǣİǽG 25 26 
Ǜ,Ȩċ$ʓČų$ɞ1Őʏğßʐ~ȑʏğßʐʑʃ~ǎ~ʄɹ~ʇ~Ȉʑȋ~ 27 
Ȓʑȍʏğßʐ0ȣ 13 ɞ+'$ʓPMR 0Ūǘ1 Bernstein & Borkovec42)0Ūǘ 28 









 àƯċ+1ʑ (ľƻĉČʈč/´Bʑſ¿/ TDMSʏČųÄʐ0Ȧ´GČų$ʓ 6 
"0ĹʑɥɺD$ɺýao0śǘ/ĺ'* PMR GČų$ʏǯ 25 ½ɩʐʓPMR Č 7 
ųĹ/ TDMSʏČųĹʐ, VAS 0Ȧ´GČų$ʓČʈč·1ʑČʈØÊȇ,Čʈ 8 
ȇ0 2 ã+'$ʓ0ČʈG 23 ã0ČʈØÊȇ/ĔČų$ʓ 9 
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 àȂ0ČʈƄɩ+0þÑGơɇC$=ʑàĘī/(*Ȃʏ100ʍȂ,70ʍȂ,50ʍȂ; 3ʐ 4 
	 Ƅɩʏexp.1,exp.2,exp.3,exp.4; 4ʐ	 PMR ČųÄĹʏČųÄ,ČųĹ; 2ʐ0 3 ȝï½ū 5 
½ƌG.'$ʓ 6 
 7 
AʓqWaJnȠɠ  8 
 qWaJnȠɠ+1ʑPMR ČųÄĹ+ÍƎ;ADʑÍƎɤ0Ā1Ėǜī+ 9 
'$(F (1, 30) = 6.65, p < .05, η2 = .03)ʓA/ʑȂ0ÍƎ+1ƁŇ¯ä;ADʑÍƎ 10 
ɤ0Ā1Āǜī+'$(F (2, 30) = 3.18, p < .10, η2 ʜ .11)ʓʑƄɩ0ÍƎ 11 
1Ȱ=AD.'$(F (3, 90) = 0.73, ns, η2 ʜ .00)ʓƜ0¡ƾ+1ʑƁŇĠȰ= 12 
AD.'$(F (6, 90)= 1.29, p < ns, η2 ʜ .01)ʓʑƜ0¡ƾ/ɪ*1Ƅ 13 
ɩ×PMR ČųÄĹ+ƁŇĠȰ=ADʑÍƎɤ0Ā1Ėǜī+'$(F (3, 90) = 4.21, 14 
p < .05, η2 = .01)ʓÕǰÍƎ0ƔċG.'$,Eʑexp.1 0 PMR ČųÄĹ(p 15 
< .001),PMRČųĹ0Ƅɩ+ƁŇĠȰ=AD$(p < .05)ʓPMRČųĹ0Ƅɩ/(*ʑ 16 
Ryan Ƨ/@CÿɢơɇG.'$,Eʑexp.1 0 PMR ČųĹ, exp.2 0 PMR Čų 17 
Ĺ(t (180) = 2.48, p < .05, r = .17)ʑexp.3 0 PMR ČųĹ(t (180) = 2.37, p < .05, r = .15)ʑ 18 
exp.4 0 PMR ČųĹ(t (180) = 2.03, p < .05, r = .18)0ɩ/ƁŇĠȰ=ADʑÍƎɤ1 19 
 D>Ėǜī+'$(MSe = 4.02, df = 180)ʓÈɤň0ɚ/ɪ¦. PMR GČųC 20 
,+qWaJnȠɠʑƷ/ exp.1ʏ¿îʐ+1"0¯äʅȘ/;AD$ʓ 21 
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BʓhOaJnȠɠ  1 
 hOaJnȠɠ+1ʑPMR ČųÄĹ+ÍƎ;ADʑÍƎɤ0Ā1Āǜī+ 2 
'$(F (1, 30) = 6.65, p < .05, η2 ʜ .15)ʓȂ(F (2, 30) = 0.50, ns, η2 ʜ .02),Ƅɩ(F (3, 3 
90) = 0.80, ns, η2 ʜ .00)+1ÍƎȰ=AD.'$ʓƜ0¡ƾ+1ƁŇĠȰ 4 
=AD.'$(F (6, 90) = 0.57, ns, η2 ʜ .00)ʓʑƜ0¡ƾ/ɪ*1ʑȂ 5 
×PMR ČųÄĹ0¡ƾ+ƁŇĠȰ=ADʑÍƎɤ0Ā1Ėǜī+'$(F (6, 6 
90) = 3.04, p < .001, η2 ʜ .01)ʓÕǰÍƎ0ƔċG.'$,Eʑ50ʍȂ0Ƅɩ+ 7 
ƁŇĠȰ=AD$(p < .005)ʓ"+ʑRyan Ƨ/@CÿɢơɇG.'$,Eʑ50ʍ 8 
Ȃ0 exp.1 , exp.2(r = .27, t = 2.60)ʑexp.3(r = .22, t = 2.15)ʑexp.4(r = .37, t = 3.77)0 9 
ɩ/ƁŇĠȰ=AD$(MSe = 3.10, df = 90)ʓÈɤň0ɚ/ɪFA PMR GČųC 10 
,+hOaJnȠɠ0;AD$ʓƷ/ 50ʍȂ+1ʑǸǹǋ/Čų*,+ 11 
"0üĀ*,ǘD$ʓ 12 
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CʓŁɛī  1 
Łɛī+1ʑȂ(F (2, 30) = 2.38, ns, η2 = .09),Ƅɩ(F (3, 90) = 1.00, ns, η2 ʜ .00)ʑ 2 
PMR ČųÄĹ(F (1, 30) = 1.72, ns, η2 ʜ .01)0 D/*>ÍƎ1Ȱ=AD ʑÍ 3 
Ǝɤ0Ā1Ȃ+ǜīʑƄɩ, PMR ČųÄĹ+Ėǜī+'$ʓƜ0¡ƾ+ 4 
1ƁŇĠȰ=AD.'$(F (6, 90) = 1.06, ns, η2 ʜ .00)ʓʑƜ0¡ƾ/ 5 
ɪ*1ʑȂ×Ƅɩ(F (6, 90) = 2.59, p < .05, η2 ʜ .02)ʑƄɩ×PMR ČųÄĹ(F (3, 90) = 6 
2.71, p < .05, η2 ʜ .02)+¡ƾȰ=ADʑ D>ÍƎɤ0Ā1Ėǜī+'$ʓ 7 
Ȃ×Ƅɩ/(*ÕǰÍƎ0ƔċG.'$,Eʑ50ʍȂ(p < .005), exp.3(p < .05)ʑ 8 
exp.4(p < .05)/*ƁŇĠȰ=AD$ʓ"+ʑRyan Ƨ/@CÿɢơɇG.' 9 
$,Eʑ50ʍȂ+1ʑexp.1 ,ơɇ* exp.4 0ŲʊªGǘÍƎɤ0Ā> 10 
ǜī+'$(MSe = 2.39, df = 90, r = .35, t = 3.58)ʓ exp.3 +1ʑ70%Ȃ,ơɇ* 100ʍ 11 
Ȃ(r = .17, t = 1.88), 50ʍȂ(r = .22, t = 2.44)0ŲʊªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā1Ė 12 
ǜī+'$(MSe = 11.00, df = 120)ʓexp.4 +1ʑ70ʍȂ,ơɇ* 50ʍȂ0ŲƁŇ 13 
/ʊªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā1Ėǜī+'$(MSe = 11.00, df = 120, r = .24, t = 14 
2.75)ʓ50ʍȂ+1ʑǸǹǋ/ 3 ɓɩǸǹC,+¿î@B>ŁɛīĻADC,Ÿ 15 
A/D$ʓA/ʑâ@/Ǹǹǋ/Čų**> 2 ɓɩǵɗC, 70ʍȂ 16 
@B> 50ʍȂ0Ų@BŁɛīĻADC@/.C,ǘD$ʓ:$ʑƄɩ×PMR 17 
ČųÄĹ/(*ÕǰÍƎ0ƔċG.'$,EʑPMR ČųĹ0Ƅɩ+ƁŇĠ 18 
Ȱ=AD$(p < .05)ʓ"+ʑRyan Ƨ/@CÿɢơɇG.'$,Eʑexp.1 0 PMR 19 
ČųĹ,ơɇ* exp.2(r = .17, t = 2.30), exp.4(r = .19, t = 2.58)0 PMR ČųĹ0Ų 20 
ʊªGǘÍƎɤ1Ėǜī+'$(MSe = 1.87, df = 180)ʓÈɤň0ɚ/ɪFA ʑ 21 
Ǹǹǋ/ČųC,+ĻADCŁɛī0īá>@BüĀ*,ǘD$ʓ 22 




























 ȡǋǣňȠʏǺĲňȠʑİǽňȠʐ0ĻƳ/(*ʑȂʏ100ʍȂ,70ʍȂ,50ʍȂ; 3ʐ 2 
×Ƅɩʏexp.1,exp.2,exp.3,exp.4; 4ʐ×ɅɞʏßÄȑʑğÄȑʑȈʑȒɞʑȒɞʑ 3 
ßȐȎʑğȐȎ; 7ʐ0 3 ȝï½ū½ƌG.'$ʓ 4 
 5 
AʓǺĲňȠ 6 
 ǺĲňȠ+1ʑȂ(F (2, 30) = 4.64, p < .05, η2 ʜ .10),Ƅɩ(F (3, 90) = 16.62, p < .001, 7 
η2 ʜ .04)ʑɅɞ(F (6, 180) = 4.34, p < .001, η2 ʜ .02)µ*0ÍƎ+ƁŇĠȰ= 8 
AD$ʓÍƎɤ0Ā1Ȃ+ǜīʑƄɩ,Ʌɞ+Ėǜī+'$ʓ 9 
 Ȃ0ÍƎ/(* Ryan Ƨ/@CÿɢơɇG.'$,Eʑ100ʍȂ/ơɇ* 10 
70ʍȂ(r = .40, t = 2.41), 50ʍ(r = .46, t = 2.85)0ŲªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā1 11 
100ʍȂ, 70ʍȂʑ100ʍ, 50ʍȂ,>/ǜī+'$(MSe = 4590.35, df = 30)ʓ 12 
 Ƅɩ0ÍƎ/(* Ryan Ƨ/@CÿɢơɇG.'$,Eʑexp.1 ,ơɇ* 13 
exp.3(r  = .42, t = 4.39), exp.4(r = .57, t = 6.62)0ŲƁŇ/ʊªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā 14 
1 exp.1 , exp.3 +1ǜīʑexp.1 , exp.4 +1Āǜī+'$ʓ:$ʑexp.2 ,ơ 15 
ɇ* exp.3(r = .25, t = 2.49), exp.4(r = .45, t = 4.73)+>ƁŇ/ʊªGǘʑÍƎɤ 16 
0Ā1 exp.2 , exp.3 +1Ėǜīʑexp.2 , exp.4 +1ǜī+'$(MSe = 360.49, 17 
df = 90)ʓÈɤň0ɚ/ɪFA ʑǣǺĲ1 2 ɓɩǸǹC,+ʑ"D:+ 18 
/@ňADC@/.C,ǘD$ʓ 19 
 Ʌɞ0ÍƎ/(* Ryan Ƨ/@CÿɢơɇG.'$,EʑȒɞ,ơɇ 20 
*ßÄȑ(r = .31, t = 4.34),ğÄȑ(r = .30, t = 4.16)ʑȈ(r = .25, t = 3.49)+ƁŇ/ʊ 21 
ªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā1Ȓɞ,ßÄȑ+ǜīʑȒɞ,ğÄȑʑȈ+Ėǜī 22 
+'$(MSe = 341.81, df = 180)ʓƜ0¡ƾ+1ƁŇĠ1Ȱ=AD.'$(F (36, 23 
540) = 0.69, p < ns, η2 ʜ .01)ʓʑƜ0¡ƾ/ɪ*1Ȃ×Ʌɞ+ƁŇĠ 24 
Ȱ=ADʑÍƎɤ0Ā1Ėǜī+'$(F (12, 180) = 2.23, p < .001, η2 ʜ .02)ʓ 25 
ÕǰÍƎ0ƔċG.'$,EʑȒɞ(p < .005),Ȓɞ(p<.001)+ƁŇĠȰ= 26 
AD$ʓA/ʑ70ʍȂ(p < .01), 50ʍȂ(p < .001)+ƁŇĠȰ=AD$ʓ"+ʑRyan 27 
Ƨ/@CÿɢơɇG.'$,EʑȒɞ+1ʑ50%Ȃ(r = .21, t = 3.12), 70%Ȃ(r 28 
= .21, t = 3.02),ơɇ* 100ʍȂ0ŲƁŇ/ʊªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā1,>/ 29 
Ėǜī+'$(MSe = 948.74, df = 210)ʓȒɞ+> 50%Ȃ(r = .30, t = 4.61), 70%Ȃ(r 30 
37 
 
= .25, t = 3.75),ơɇ* 100ʍȂ0ŲƁŇ/ʊªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā1 50ʍȂ 1 
, 100ʍȂ+ǜīʑ70ʍȂ, 100ʍȂ+Ėǜī+'$(MSe = 948.74, df = 210)ʓ100ʍ 2 
0Èɤň+.Ų 70%, 50ʍ0Èɤň+.@B>ǣǺĲGňADC, 3 
ǘD$ʓƷ/Ȓɞ,Ȓɞ+1"0¯äʅȘ/;AD$ʓ 4 
 A/ʑ70ʍȂ+1ʑȒɞ,ơɇ*ßÄȑ(r = .27, t = 3.69),ğÄȑ(r = .22, t = 5 
3.02)0ŲƁŇ/ʊªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā1Ȓɞ,ßÄȑʑȒɞ,ğÄȑ,> 6 
/Ėǜī+'$(MSe = 341.81, df = 180)ʓ:$ʑ50ʍȂ+1ʑȒɞ,ơɇ*ʑµ 7 
*0ɞ+ƁŇ/ʊªGǘ$ʓßÄȑ(r = .30, t = 4.15)ʑğÄȑ(r = .31, t = 4.38)ʑ 8 
Ȉ(r = .23, t = 3.21)ʑȒɞ(r = .23, t = 3.14)ʑßȐȎ(r = .23, t = 3.19)ʑğȐȎ(r = .22, t 9 
= 3.04)ʓÍƎɤ0Ā1Ȓɞ,ßÄȑʑȈʑȒɞʑßȐȎʑğȐȎ+Ėǜīʑ 10 
Ȓɞ,ğÄȑ+ǜī+'$(MSe = 341.81, df = 180)ʓ0,Aʑ70ʍȂ+1 11 
Ȓɞ@B>ŐÄȑ0ŲǺĲGň?ʑ50ʍȂ+1Ȓɞ,ơɇC,µ*0ɞ 12 
+@BǺĲň?,ǘD$ʓ 13 










w  4yiorO88Z8_w 8 
 9 




 İǽňȠ+1ʑȂ(F (2, 30) = 5.04, p < .05, η2 ʜ .11),Ƅɩ(F (3, 90) = 28.78, p < .001, 2 
η2ʜ .12)ʑɅɞ(F (6, 180) = 3.68, p < .005, η2 ʜ .02)µ*0ÍƎ+ƁŇĠȰ= 3 
AD$ʓÍƎɤ0Ā1Ȃ,Ƅɩ+ĀǜīʑɅɞ+Ėǜī+'$ʓ 4 
 Ȃ0ÍƎ/(* Ryan Ƨ/@CÿɢơɇG.'$,Eʑ100ʍȂ/ơɇ* 5 
70ʍȂ(r = .47, t = 2.88), 50ʍ(r = .44, t = 2.68)0ŲªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā1 6 
100ʍȂ, 70ʍȂʑ100ʍ, 50ʍȂ,>/ǜī+'$(MSe = 6298.52, df = 30)ʓ 7 
 Ƅɩ0ÍƎ/(* Ryan Ƨ/@CÿɢơɇG.'$,Eʑexp.1 ,ơɇ* 8 
exp.2(r = .43, t = 4.46), exp.3(r = .62, t = 7.40)Āʑexp.4(r = .67, t = 8.52)0ŲƁŇ/ 9 
ʊªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā1 exp.1 , exp.2 +1ǜīʑexp.1 , exp.3ʑexp.1 , exp.4 10 
+1Āǜī+'$ʓ:$ʑexp.2 ,ơɇ* exp.3(r = .30, t = 2.94), exp.4(r = .40, t = 11 
4.07)+>ƁŇ/ʊªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā1 exp.2, exp.3+1Ėǜīʑexp.2, exp.4 12 
+1ǜī+'$(MSe = 867.65, df = 90)ʓ70ʍȂʑ50ʍȂ,ơɇ* 100ʍȂ0Ų 13 
@BİǽGňC,+C,ǘD$ʓ:$ʑÈɤň0ɚ/ɪ¦.¿î,ơ 14 
ɇ* 1 ɓɩǸǹC,+İǽGňADC@/.BʑA/ 2 ɓɩǸǹ 15 
C,+"D:+@B"0¯äĳ.C,ǘD$ʓ 16 
 Ʌɞ0ÍƎ/(* Ryan Ƨ/@CÿɢơɇG.'$,EʑȒɞ,ơɇ 17 
*ßÄȑ(r = .40, t = 4.17),ğÄȑ(r = .38, t = 3.84)+ƁŇ/ʊªGǘʑÍƎɤ0Ā 18 
1Ȓɞ,ßÄȑʑȒɞ,ğÄȑ,>/ǜī+'$(MSe = 413.96, df = 180)ʓ 19 
0,AʑÈɤň0ɚ/ɪFA Ȓɞ1ŐÄȑ,ơɇ*İǽGň/ 20 
,ǘD$ʓ 21 










w  4yioNs88Z8_w 8 
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t  I 1 
 2 
 ƆǕǞ+1ʑPMR Čų/CǺĲmLY0ÈɤňG 100ʍʑ70ʍʑ50ʍ0ʖȂȨ 3 
ċȜʈȇɩ+ơɇGȮ;$ʏȂʛ3 ȂʐʓPMR 1ʔŴ 2 î 3 ɓɩǸǹǋ/Čų!ʑ¿ 4 
îʑ1 ɓɩĹʑ2 ɓɩĹʑ3 ɓɩĹ0ȣ 4 îʏexp.a,exp.2,exp.3,exp.4ʓƄɩ;ʗîʐƯċ 5 
$ʓàƯċ+1ʑPMR ČųÄ, PMR ČųĹ0 2 î TDMS GȦ´ʏÄĹʛ2 îʐľƻ 6 
Ƹŉ0þÑGƯċ$ʓA/ʑPMR ČųǏĹ/ğßÄȑʑȈʑȒɞʑȒɞʑğß 7 
ȐȎɞ+-0ǜīǺĲ~İǽGČňC,+$/ɪ* VAS Gƾ*ȭ¤ȡ 8 
ǋǣňȠ/(*Ưċ$ʏßÄȑʑğÄȑʑȈʑȒɞʑȒɞʑßȐȎɞʑğȐȎɞʛ 9 
7 ɞʐʓ 10 
 11 
:U8SgfV7?4P  12 
 ľƻƸŉ/ɪCśƚ0&ʑľƻǋȠɠƣƱʏqWaJnȠɠʑhOaJnȠɠʐ+ 13 







+1.,FCʓ  19 




Ǟʔ+1ʑ PMR Čų0¿îAČųǏĹ0ľƻǋȠɠƣƱC,, 1 Ŵ 2 î0 24 
ČųG 2 ɓɩǸǹC,+ʑČųǏĹ0ŁɛīäC@/.C,ŸA 25 
,.'*Cʓ2 ɓɩǸǹ$Ĺ/ľƻǋȠɠƣƱ$ƸŉGŁɛ,ňC, 26 
+C@/.C,AʑIXyc/*1 2 ɓɩǸǹǋ/ČųC,+ 27 
PMR 0Čų/@CľƻǋÍƎĻADC,Ƕȶ)$ʓƆǕǞ+>ɞ+âƙ0ǶƎ 28 




/.'*,ŸA,.'$ʓƷ/ exp.3 +1ʑ70ʍȂ@B> 100ʍȂ, 50ʍȂ0 1 
Ų@BŁɛīĻAD*Bʑexp.4 +1 70ʍȂ@B> 50ʍȂ0Ų@BŁɛīĻA 2 
D$ʓA/ 50 %Ȃ+1ʑ exp.1 @B exp.4 0ŁɛīĻƳ0ŲʅȘ/ʊªGǘ$ʓ 3 
(:Bʑ50ʍȂ+1ǸǹǋČų/@Bʑ70%Ȃ,ơɇ*@BľƻǋÍƎĻADC@ 4 
/.C,ŸA,.'$ʓA/ʑǸǹǋČų/@BľƻƸŉäCǜī>üĥ 5 
ʑPMR ƶə*,>ŸA,.'$ʓ:$ʑ100ʍȂ/*> exp.3 / 6 
* 70ʍȂ@B>ľƻǋÍƎĻAD*C,ǘDʑ100%Ȃ/*> 70%Ȃ,ơ 7 
ɇ*źǋ/1ÍƎĀ,ȆADCʓʑ100%Ȃ/*1ʑ"0ÍƎ 8 
Ċċǋ/ǸǹCF+1.'$ʓ  9 
 0,AʑIXyc/*1ʑľƻȓĪúɹ+ɑĤƾAD*C 70ʍ0È 10 




 IXyc1ʑÈɤň0ɚ/ɪFB.ʔɓɩ PMR GǸǹC,+ǺĲmLY 15 
/CǺĲňȠ,İǽmLY/CİǽňȠGČň+C@/.C,ŸA 16 





Dƽ*A ƄɩɔH+>Ʌ/'B,ŇȸäADǹ*$,F 22 
Cʓ 23 
 Ȃɩ0ơɇ+1ʑǺĲmLYʑİǽmLY D/*> 50%Ȃ, 70%Ȃ@B 24 
100%Ȃ0Ų@BČňĻADC,ŸA,.'$ʓ100%0Èɤň+Čų$úá 25 
, 50%? 70%0Èɤň+.'$úá0ɚ1ʑÈɤ0ȵŭ/C,ȆADCʓ100% 26 
0Èɤň+Čų$úáʑ='3ÈGǊţC,+C,AÈɤGȵŭ 27 
CĿȝ.ʓÚĔ/ 50%? 70%0úáʑÈɤ0ȵŭG.ĿȝCʓƆǕǞ0Ƕ 28 
ƎAǺĲmLY0ÈɤGȵŭCĿȝ. 100%0Èɤň+ČųCŲǃ0Ųʑ 29 











 A/ʑɞ+;C,ʑǺĲňȠ+1ʑȒɞ@B>ŐÄȑ,Ȉ0Ų@BČň 9 
ĻADC,ŸA,.'$ʓȒɞ+1ʑÈɤň0ɚ/@BČň0ĻADŲ/>Ġ 10 








 0,AʑIXyc/*1 50%? 70%Ȃ,'$ȵŭĿȝ.Èɤň+ 19 
ČųC@B> 100%0Èɤň+ČųCŲȡǋ.ǣňȠGČňC,+C 20 
,F'$ʓ:$ʑÈɤň0ɚ/ɪFA ǸǹǋČų/ȡǋ.ǣňȠGČň+ 21 
C@/.C,F'$ʓ"*ʑȒɞ+1Ő?Ȉ,ơɇ*ČňGĻC, 22 





 Ʈɉ 26)1ʑPMR 1ǣİǽ*C,ƽƻǋ.ņùŅǙǵGəĀȏ/ 28 
FBĀȏ0ȕĂGɦɷ6,äF!C,ȳŸ*CʓƆǕǞ/*1 D0Ȃ/ 29 




*ČňGĻ@,$,/1Ġ;ADʑ100%Ȃ/ơɇ* 50%Ȃ, 70%Ȃ+1Čň 2 
GĻC,ðɶ+'$ʓĖȺA 54)1ʑŎÉ$Őŀ@B>āũ$ŐŀGň$ 3 
,0ŲȏƪÎƪǊ,.BʑƷ/ɅņùGňņ/þŢ!Cĝǌȿ0ƪÎĀ 4 
.C,Gǘ*CʓƆǕǞ/C 50%Ȃ, 70%Ȃ+1ČňC,ɶ'$ 5 




/.'*:ĝǌȿ0ƪÎƭɎ$ÞȌŅȆADCʓ(:BIXyc PMR 10 
GČųCɲ1ʑ50%? 70%.-0Èɤň0ȵǩĿȝ.Èɤň+ČųʑĤ/Ňȸǋ/ 11 
ËÈ*ǣ0İǽ$ňȠ/°CŲľƻǋÍƎ/(.C,ȆC,+Cʓ 12 
îʑƆǕǞ+1ʑPMR ČųǏĹ/ȡǋ.ǣňȠ/(*îǤ*>A@/Ȩċ 13 
$,>ʑɅ/ŇȸGäC,/(.'$ȝï,ȆC,+C+Eʓ 14 
Ėƿ 55)1ʑ:+.,/ŇȸƽC,*Cʓ:+C@/.C@B 15 
>:+.Ƹŉ+Ňȸǋ/ËÈC,ľƻǋÍƎ/(.C0+1.Eʓ 16 
 17 
  18 
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p  | 1 
 2 
 ƆǕǞ+1ʑPMR 0Ųǃ0ɚ?Ųǃ0ɚ/@BĻAD$ȡǋ.ǣňȠ0ɚ 3 
ľƻƸŉ/Ù9ĵɻ/(*ƔȬʑIXyc/Cſɛ. PMR 0ŲǃGȞ¼ 4 
,Gǎǋ,$ʓ 5 
 "0ǶƎʑPMR 0ǺĲmLY/CÈɤň/(*ʑȖ0ľƻȓĪúɹ.-+ 6 
ƾAD*Cʑ70%0Èɤň+ČųC@B>IXyc/*1 50ʍ0Èɤň+Č 7 
ųCŲ@BľƻǋÍƎĻADC,ŸA,.'$ʓ:$ʑ100%0Èɤň+Čų 8 
$úá+>ɗŅ0ÍƎĻADC>00ʑ"0ÍƎǸǹ.ÞȌŅ>ǘD$ʓ 9 
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nm kl 1 
 2 




 ǕǞʖ+1ʑľƻǋȝïGȊż,*ɅǇƸGįɀľɅǇ?ɅțƹŅɳĎ. 7 
-0ȫŰøƱ0(,*ƾAD*CɅňȠüĥī/ǑǎʑIXyc/C 8 
µȖǋ.¯ä/(*ƔȬCʓ"*ʑIXyc PMR GǸǹǋ/ČųC,+ 9 
ɅňȠüĥī/Ù9ÍƎGŸA/C,Gǎǋ,$ʓ  10 
 ɅňȠüĥī1ʑBarsky et al.56)/@BƾȲċȃD$>0+Bʑ¶ǋ/1
Ʌ 11 
ňȠGĳ, ƁĎ/	ťɳC>0,*ňC¯äGǘ>0+BʑƗłǋ/1ʑ 12 
Ł.ɅňȠ/ĔCɪľ0ʊ:Bʑʁī?ǜīĳ./>FA ʑƷċ0Ʌ 13 
ňȠ6ɜŖǋ/ƨŇɴC¯äʑ¼ƹ$ňȠGǆǋ.>0,ňCňņ~ȰǓɹ 14 
0¯äA.C,ȆAD*C 56,57,58)ʓA/ʑ1990 ħ/ Barsky et al.59)/@'*ľ 15 
ɅǇ?ɅțƹŅɳĎGȫŰ	ȭ¤Cǎǋ+ɅňȠüĥīGƯċC Somatosensory 16 






 :$ʑƆǕǞ+ǑǎCİǽňȠ1ʑ³Ǡ'*Cǣ0ǺĲGȢŧ$Ƹŉʑ>1 23 
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[  c 1 
 2 
!(1P,72 }RUxDKMTA 3 
ʗʒʕʒʔʒʔʓØÊȇ 4 
 ɪƊɊɝ0ǻáĀĉ/CȉǮĉɞ/*ʑXq`ľƻĉ0ŞƕGÝȷ* 5 
Cǀćĉƽ 73 ãʑăćĉƽ 15 ã0áȣ 88 ãGĔȼ,$ʏǀćĦö 19.70 ± 1.23 ƞ,  6 
ăćĦö 19.20 ± 0.78 ƞ, µ 19.61 ± 1.18 ƞʐʓ.ʑƆƔƐ1óǠXq`ǚĉZ} 7 
\«ƻĒƐąê0ŒȰGĻ*ČųʑƔƐČųÄ/ƔƐ·ď,oxKjV0§ȹʑ 8 
b\0ő/(*ȳŸ$ĹʑâŇ$ĉƽ/0;/ƔƐƾǱGɟġČų$ʓŞ 9 
ƕě¨ȇ 111 ã0&ȵƐź0Şƕ/ØÊ$ 94 ã0âŇĻADʑ"0&ƁÍîǤ 10 
,*Ȱ=AD$ 88 ãG½ƌĔȼ,$ʓƁÍîǤŬ1 94ʍ+'$ʓǢœǝǎ,Ŭ 11 
0·ȩ1ʑT_N16 ãʑɭǢœ 13 ãʑjXR_cpz 12 ãʑɣƺ 11 ãʑj{ 12 
pz 7 ãʑxQl3 ãʑxP|X 3 ãʑi}dpz 3 ãʑÔƺ 2 ãʑIuyN}m 13 
_cpz 2 ãʑűŤ 2 ãʑǟŐ 2 ãʑ{Xy}Q 1 ãʑǖĭafX 1 ãʑ[mcaf 14 
X 1 ãʑjd±}c} 1 ãʑƣƺ 1 ãʑĮɘ 1 ãʑm|Ipz 1 ãʑÅɘ 1 ãʑxKm 15 
Zl}Q 1 ãʑƏɘ 1 ãʑ^I]}X 1 ãʑ[mcpz 1 ã+'$ʓ"*ʑœȚ 16 





 ƆǕǞ+1ʑɅňȠüĥīGƯċC$=/ SASS Gƾ$ʓSASS 1ʑ10 ɽǎ0ȿ 22 
ì+ƘŎD*Bʑàɽǎ1
1ʛ"0@.,1.A
5ʛ"0ɑB:+ 5 23 
Ƨ+îǤƥ=ADCʓ5 Ɵɯ0&îǤ$ŬĈ"0::ƳŬ,*ÊǧDCʓ 24 
áȣƳʊ8-ɅňȠüĥīʊ,GŇè*CʏſʊƳ50 ƳʑſƳ10 Ƴʐʓ 25 
 26 
ʗʒʕʒʔʒʖʓŐǹ  27 










 ƆȵƐ/CĻƳȭ¤1ʑǭǙǚȓĪ/CȫŰøƱG>,/½ƌ*Cʓ  6 
 7 
 72 NsUx}RUxDKM7?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